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The Blockchain You Don't Know may be the most authoritative publication there is on financial innovation on
Blockchain. Written by well-regarded and controversial innovator Daniel Tag Harrison, the book goes to

places no other comparable technical or economic text book can do today.
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Revolutionary idea to re-engineer and revolutionize our ill and debt-laden global economic systems An
excellent recap of the history of former monetary failures, and very exciting new ideas in leveraging
technology and blockchain to re-engineer and revolutionize our global financial systems. The current financial
system is very sick and debt-laden. Isn't it about time to overhaul it with Proof of Worth (PoV) mining.
This may well be another Nobel Prize winner! Out of the world I really enjoyed the history of blockchain
part of this short book describing how we got to where we are today. From Satoshi in '09 2009 to Vitalik
in 2013, to the problem of todays ico 'marketplace' this book covers many aspects of blockchain that we
don't hear about.There exists a very sad story of drug abuse, a sociopath taking benefits of hundreds of
investors and a relentless pursuit to accomplish it again. The thought of value mining and the blockchain as
a worth coeval is a totally new and innovative concept. An extremely recommended must go through for
anyone involved with cryptocurrency. Class actions lawsuits, a suicide, several failed coins including the ICO
of MNY - Monkey Capital last July/August which ended up with Daniel Harrison dumping nearly all of the
entire 1 BILLION $MNY coins on the waves system where he quickly transferred millions worthy of of
BTC's into his wallet while feeding dreams to his victims... You can do more research online quickly yourself.
Several of them who've filed a Class Actions Lawsuit in the USA with one of these now having used his own
life.He is a scammer at the rear of several cryptocurrency scams. Avoid Daniel Harrison and anything he
touches. Benefiting from a hot marketplaces using hot buzz phrases to confuse people "Decentralized
Hedge Fund" "Space X Contracts" "The biggest thing or bigger than Crypto" "secret investors with millions
invested" etc etc. A genuine eye opener and filled with truly paradigm shifting articles. This is the trashy
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fiction article writer Daniel Harrison. like the PLAGUE Daniel Harrison has a shady history in a housing
project (Hong Kong I really believe), LSE stock activity that looks rather unlawful (Financial Times has an
article) and it has not even been a yr since Daniel launched his crypto schemes.!READER and Purchaser not
only beware, but work for your daily life and its savings!
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